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PLENTY OF BIG PROJECTIONS IMPLY
BIG PIECES OF LIPSCHITZ GRAPHS
TUOMAS ORPONEN
ABSTRACT. Let E Ă R2 be a closed 1-regular set with plenty of big projections: for every
x P E and 0 ă r ď diampEq, there exists an arc S Ă S1 of length δ ą 0 such that
H
1pπepBpx, rq XEqq ě δr, e P S.
ThenE has big pieces of Lipschitz graphs. This answers a question of David and Semmes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
I start by introducing the key concepts of the paper. A Radonmeasure µ onR2 is called
s-regular, s ě 0, if there exists a constant C0 ě 1 such that
C´10 r
s ď µpBpx, rqq ď C0rs, x P sptµ, 0 ă r ă sptµ.
A set E Ă R2 is called s-regular if E is closed, and the restriction of s-dimensional Haus-
dorff measure Hs on E is an s-regular Radon measure. A 1-regular set E Ă R2 has big
pieces of Lipschitz graphs (BPLG) if the following holds for some constants θ, L ą 0: for
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every x P E and 0 ă r ă diampEq, there exists an L-Lipschitz graph Γ Ă R2, which may
depend on x and r, such that
H1pE XBpx, rq X Γq ě θr. (1.1)
By anL-Lipschitz graph, I mean a set of the form Γ “ tte`fptqξ : t P Ru, where f : RÑ R
is L-Lipschitz, and e, ξ P S1 is a pair of orthogonal unit vectors. Occasionally, it will be
convenient to call Γ “ tte` fptqξ : t P Ru an L-Lipschitz graph over spanpeq.
For e P S1, let πe be the orthogonal projection to spanpeq. It is easy to see that if E Ă R2
is a 1-regular set with BPLG, then many projections of E have positive length: namely, if
Γ in (1.1) is an L-Lipschitz graph over spanpe0q, then there is an arc J Ă S1 containing e0
of lengthH1pJq & L´1 such that
H1pπepE XBpx, rqqq ě H1pπepE XBpx, rq X Γqq & L´1θr, e P J.
David and Semmes asked in their 1993 paper [8] whether a converse implication holds:
are sets with BPLG precisely the ones with plenty of big projections? The problem is also
mentioned, albeit not so precisely, in the ICM lecture of Semmes [16] from 1995.
Definition 1.2 (BP and PBP). A 1-regular set E Ă R2 has big projections (BP) if there exists
a constant δ ą 0 such that the following holds. For every x P E and 0 ă r ă diampEq,
there exists at least one vector e P S1 such that
H1pπepE XBpx, rqqq ě δr. (1.3)
The set E has plenty of big projections (PBP) if (1.3) holds for all e P Jx,r, where Jx,r Ă S1
is an arc of lengthě δ. As the notation suggests, the arc is allowed to depend on x and r.
In [8, Definition 1.12], the PBP condition was called big projections in plenty of directions.
As noted above the definition, sets with BPLG have PBP. Conversely, one of the main
results in [8] states that even the weaker "single big projection" condition BP is sufficient
to imply BPLG if it is paired with the following a priori geometric hypothesis:
Definition 1.4 (WGL). A 1-regular set E Ă R2 satisfies the weak geometric lemma (WGL)
if for all ǫ ą 0 there exists a constant Cpǫq ą 0 such that the following (Carleson packing
condition) holds:ż R
0
H1ptx P E XBpx0, Rq : βpBpx, rqq ě ǫuq dr
r
ď CpǫqR, x0 P E, 0 ă R ă diampEq.
In the definition above, the quantity βpBpx, rqq could mean a number of different
things without changing the class of 1-regular sets satisfying the WGL. In the current
paper, the most convenient choice is
βpBpx, rqq :“ β1pBpx, rqq :“ inf
ℓĂR2
1
r
ż
Bpx,rq
distpx, ℓq
r
dµpxq
with µ :“ H1|E . The "inf" runs over all straight lines in R2. The β-number above is an
"L1-variant" of the original "L8-based β-number" introduced by Jones [11], namely
β8pBpx, rqq :“ inf
ℓĂR2
sup
xPEXBpx,rq
distpx, ℓq
r
.
If E Ă R2 is 1-regular, then the following relation holds between the two β-numbers:
β8pBpx, rqq . βpBpx, 2rqq1{2, x P E, 0 ă r ă diampEq.
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For a proof, see [7, p. 28]. This inequality shows that the WGL, which is a condition
concerning all ǫ ą 0 simultaneously, holds for the numbers βpBpx, rqq if and only if it
holds for the numbers β8pBpx, rqq.
After these introductions, the result of David and Semmes from [8] is the following:
Theorem 1.5 (David-Semmes). A 1-regular set E Ă R2 has BPLG if and only if E has BP and
satisfies theWGL.
The four corners Cantor set has BP (find a direction where the projections of the four
boxes tile an interval) but fails to have BPLG, being purely 1-unrectifiable. This means
that the WGL hypothesis cannot be omitted from the previous statement. However, the
four corners Cantor set fails to have PBP, by the Besicovitch projection theorem [2], which
states that almost every projection of a purely 1-rectifiable set of σ-finite length has mea-
sure zero. The main result of this paper shows that PBP alone implies BPLG:
Theorem 1.6. Let E Ă R2 be a 1-regular set with PBP. Then E has BPLG.
To prove Theorem 1.6, all one needs to show is that
PBP ùñ WGL.
The rest then follows from the work of David and Semmes, Theorem 1.5.
1.1. Previous and related work. It follows from the Besicovitch projection theorem [2]
that a 1-regular set with PBP is 1-rectifiable. The challenge in proving Theorem 1.6 is
to ugrade this "qualitative" property to BPLG. For general sets of finite 1-dimensional
measure, a quantitative version of the Besicovitch projection theorem is due to Tao [18]. It
appears, however, that Theorem 1.6 does not follow from his work. Another, more recent,
result for general 1-regular sets is due to Martikainen and myself [13]: the main result of
[13] shows that BPLG is equivalent to a property (superficially) stronger than PBP. This
property roughly states that the projections of the measure H1|E lie in L2pspanpeqq on
average (over e P S Ă S1, where S is an arc). One of the main propositions from [13]
also plays a part in the present paper, see Proposition 5.4. Interestingly, while the main
result of the current paper is formally stronger than the result in [13], the new proof does
not supersede the previous one: in [13], the L2-type assumption in a fixed ball was used
to produce a big piece of a Lipschitz graph in the very same ball. Here, on the contrary,
PBP needs to be employed in many balls, potentially much smaller than the "fixed ball".
Besides Tao’s paper mentioned above, there is plenty of recent activity around the
problem of quantifying Besicovitch’s projection theorem, that is, showing that "quanti-
tatively 1-unrectifiable sets" have quantifiably small projections. As far as I know, Tao’s
paper is the only one dealing with general sets, while other authors, including Bateman,
Bond, Łaba, Nazarov, Peres, Solomyak, and Volberg have concentrated on self-similar
sets of various generality [1, 3, 4, 5, 12, 14, 15]. In these works, strong upper (and some
surprising lower) bounds are obtained for the "Favard length" of the nth iterate of self-
similar sets. In the most recent development [6], Cladek, Davey, and Taylor considered
the "Favard curve length" of the four corners Cantor set.
1.2. Notation. An open ball in R2 with centre x P R2 and radius r ą 0 will be denoted
Bpx, rq. The notations radpBq and diampBq mean the radius and diameter of a ball B Ă
R2, respectively, and λB :“ Bpx, λrq for B “ Bpx, rq and λ ą 0.
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For A,B ą 0, the notation A .p1,...,pk B means that there exists a constant C ě 1,
depending only on the parameters p1, . . . , pk, such that A ď CB. Often, one of these
parameters is the 1-regularity constant "C0" of a fixed 1-regular set E Ă R2, and this
dependence is omitted from the notation: A .C0 B is abbreviated to A . B. The two-
sided inequality A .h B .p A is abbreviated to A „p B.
1.3. Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Michele Villa for useful conversations.
2. DYADIC REFORMULATIONS
2.1. Dyadic cubes. It is known (see for example [8, §2]) that a 1-regular set E Ă R2 sup-
ports a systemD of "dyadic cubes", that is, a collection of subset of E with the following
properties. First, D can be written as a disjoint union
D “
ď
jPZ
Dj,
where the elements Q P Dj are referred to as cubes of side-length 2´j . For j P Z fixed,
the sets of Dj are disjoint and cover E. For Q P Dj , one writes ℓpQq :“ 2´j . The side-
length ℓpQq is related to the geometry ofQ P Dj in the following way: there are constants
0 ă c ă C ă 8, and points cQ P Q Ă E (known as the "centres" of Q P D) with the
properties
BpcQ, cℓpQqq Ă Q Ă BpcQ, CℓpQqq.
In particular, it follows from the 1-regularity of E that µpQq „ ℓpQq for all Q P D. The
balls BpcQ, CℓpQqq containing Q are so useful that they will have an abbreviation:
BQ :“ BpcQ, CℓpQqq.
If the constant C ě 1 is chosen large enough, as we do, the balls BQ have the property
Q Ă Q1 ùñ BQ Ă BQ1 .
The "dyadic" structure of the cubes in D is encapsulated by the following properties:
‚ For all Q,Q1 P D, either Q Ă Q1 or QXQ1 “ H.
‚ EveryQ P Dj has as parent Qˆ P Dj´1 with Q Ă Qˆ.
If Q P Dj , the cubes in Dj`1 whose parent is Q are known as the children of Q, denoted
chpQq. The ancestry of Q consists of all the cubes in D containing Q.
A small technicality arises if diampEq ă 8: then the collections Dj are declared empty
for all j ă j0, and Dj0 contains a unique element, known as the top cube of D. All of the
statements above hold in this scenario, except that the top cube has no parents.
2.2. Dyadic reformulations of PBP andWGL. Let us next reformulate some of the con-
ditions familiar from the introduction in terms of a fixed dyadic systemD on E.
Definition 2.1 (PBP). A 1-regular set E Ă R2 has PBP if there exists δ ą 0 such that the
following holds. For all Q P D, there exists an arc S “ SQ Ă S1 of length H1pSQq ě δ
such that
H1pπepE XBQqq ě δµpQq, e P SQ.
It is easy to see that the dyadic PBP is equivalent to the continuous PBP: in particular,
the dyadic PBP follows by applying the continuous PBP to the ball BQ “ BpcQ, CℓpQqq
centred at cQ P E. Only the dyadic PBP will be used below.
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Definition 2.2 (WGL). A 1-regular set E Ă R2 satisfies the WGL if for all ǫ ą 0, there
exists a constant Cpǫq ą 0 such that the following holds:ÿ
QPDpQ0q
βpQqěǫ
µpQq ď CpǫqµpQ0q, Q0 P D.
Here µ :“ H1|E , βpQq :“ βpBQq, and DpQ0q :“ tQ P D : Q Ă Q0u.
It is well-known, but takes a little more work to show, that the dyadic WGL is equiva-
lent to the continuous WGL; this fact is stated without proof in numerous references, for
example [8, (2.17)]. I also leave the checking to the reader.
One often wishes to decomposeD, or subsets thereof, into trees:
Definition 2.3 (Trees). Let E Ă R2 be a 1-regular set with an associated dyadic systemD.
A collection T Ă D is called a tree if the following conditions are met:
‚ T has a top cube QpT q P T with the property that Q Ă QpT q for all Q P T .
‚ T is consistent: if Q1, Q3 P T , Q2 P D, and Q1 Ă Q2 Ă Q3, then Q2 P T .
‚ If Q P T , then either chpQq Ă T or chpQq “ H.
The final axiom allows to define the leaves of T consistently: these are the cubes Q P T
such that chpQq X T “ H. The leaves of T are denoted LeavespT q. The collection
LeavespT q always consists of disjoint cubes, and it may happen that LeavespT q “ H.
Some trees are used to prove the following reformulation of the WGL:
Lemma 2.4. Let E Ă R2 be a 1-regular set supporting a collection D of David cubes. Let
µ :“ H1|E . Assume that for all ǫ ą 0, there exists N “ Npǫq P N such that the following holds:
µptx P Q : cardtQ1 P D : x P Q1 Ă Q and βpQ1q ě ǫu ě Nuq ď 1
2
µpQq, Q P D. (2.5)
Then E satisfies the WGL.
Remark 2.6. Chebyshev’s inequality shows that the WGL implies (2.5), so (2.5) is equiva-
lent to the WGL.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Fix Q0 P D and ǫ ą 0. We will show thatÿ
QĂQ0
βpQqěǫ
µpQq ď 2NµpQ0q. (2.7)
Abbreviate D :“ tQ P D : Q Ă Q0u, and decomposeD into trees by the following simple
stopping rule. The first tree T0 has top QpT0q “ Q0, and its leaves are the maximal cubes
Q P D (if any should exist) such that
cardtQ1 P D : Q Ă Q1 Ă Q0 and βpQ1q ě ǫu “ N.
Here N “ Npǫq ě 1, as in (2.5). All the children of previous generation leaves are de-
clared to be new top cubes, under which new trees are constructed by the same stopping
time. Let T0,T1, . . . be the trees obtained by this process, with top cubes Q0, Q1, . . . Note
that D “ Ťjě0 Tj , and
cardtQ P Tj : x P Q and βpQq ě ǫu ď N, x P Qj.
Further, (2.5) implies that
µpYLeavespTjqq ď 12µpQjq, j ě 0.
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On the other hand, the sets Ej :“ Qj z Y LeavespTjq are disjoint. Now, we may estimate
as follows:
ÿ
QĂQ0
βpQqěǫ
µpQq “
8ÿ
j“0
ż
Qj
ÿ
QPTj
βpQqěǫ
1Qpxq dx ď N
8ÿ
j“0
µpQjq ď 2N
8ÿ
j“0
µpEjq ď 2NµpQ0q.
This completes the proof of (2.7). 
By Lemma 2.4 and the work of David and Semmes, Theorem 1.5, our main result is a
consequence of the next proposition:
Proposition 2.8. Assume that E Ă R2 has PBP. Then, for every ǫ ą 0, there exists N ě 1 such
that the following holds. The sets
EQ :“ EQpN, ǫq :“
 
x P Q : cardtQ1 P D : x P Q1 Ă Q and βpQ1q ě ǫu ě N(
satisfy µpEQq ď 12µpQq for all Q P D.
Proving this proposition will occupy the rest of the paper.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF HEAVY TREES
The proof of Proposition 2.8 proceeds by counter assumption: there exists a cube Q0 P
D, a small number ǫ ą 0, and a large number N ě 1 of the form N “ KM , where also
K,M ě 1 are large numbers, with the property
µpEQ0q ě 12µpQ0q. (3.1)
This will lead to a contradiction if both K and M are large enough, depending on the
1-regularity and PBP constants of E. Precisely,M ě 1 gets chosen first within the proof
of Proposition 3.2. The parameter K ě 1 is chosen afterwards, and depends also onM .
For the details, see the proof of Proposition 2.8, which can be found around (3.3).
From now on, we will restrict attention to sub-cubes of Q0, and we abbreviate D :“
DpQ0q. We begin by using (3.1), and the definition of EQ0 , to construct a number of heavy
trees T0,T1, . . . Ă D with the following properties:
(T1) µpEQ0 XQpTjqq ě 14µpQpTjqq for all j ě 0.
(T2) EQ0 XQpTjq Ă YLeavespTjq for all j ě 0.
(T3) For every j ě 0 and Q P LeavespTjq it holds
cardtQ1 P Tj : Q Ă Q1 Ă QpTjq and βpQ1q ě ǫu “M.
(T4) The top cubes satisfy
ř
j µpQpTjqq ě K4 µpQ0q.
Before constructing the trees with properties (T1)-(T4), let us use them, combined with
some auxiliary results, to complete the proof of Proposition 2.8. The first ingredient is
the following proposition:
Proposition 3.2. If the parameter M ě 1 is large enough, depending only on the 1-regularity
and PBP of E, then widthpTjq ě τµpQpTjqq, where τ ą 0 depends only on the 1-regularity and
PBP constants of E.
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Here widthpTjq “
ř
QPTj
widthpQqµpQq is a quantity properly introduced in Section 4.
For now, we only need to know that the coefficients widthpQq satisfy a Carleson packing
condition, depending only on the 1-regularity constant of E:
widthpDq :“
ÿ
QĂQ0
widthpQqµpQq . µpQ0q.
We may then prove Proposition 2.8:
Proof of Proposition 2.8. LetN “ KM , whereM ě 1 is chosen so large that the hypothesis
of Proposition 3.2 is met: every heavy tree Tj satisfies widthpTjq ě τµpQpTjqq. According
to point (4) in the construction of the heavy trees, this implies
widthpDq ě
ÿ
jě0
widthpTjq ě τ
ÿ
jě0
µpQpTjqq ě τK
4
µpQ0q. (3.3)
Now, the lower bound in (3.3) violates the Carleson packing condition for widthpDq if the
constant K ě 1 is chosen large enough, depending on τ and the 1-regularity constant of
E. The proof of Proposition 2.8 is complete. 
We spend the rest of this section constructing the heavy trees. We first construct a
somewhat larger collection, and then prune it. In fact, the construction of the larger
collection is already familiar from the proof of Lemma 2.4, with notational changes: the
first tree T0 has top QpT0q “ Q0, and its leaves consist of the maximal cubes Q P D with
the property that
cardtQ1 P D : Q Ă Q1 Ă QpT0q and βpQ1q ě ǫu “M. (3.4)
The tree T0 itself consists of the cubes in D which are not strict sub-cubes of some Q P
LeavespTjq. It is easy to check that T0 is a tree.
Assume then that some trees T0, . . . ,Tk have already been constructed. For any 0 ď
j ď k andQ P LeavespTjq, declare all the children Q1, . . . , Qm P chpQq to be top cubes of
new trees Tk`1, . . . ,Tk`m. These trees are constructed with the same stopping condition
(3.4), just replacing QpT0q by QpTk`jq. Note that if LeavespTjq “ H for some j P N, then
no further trees will be constructed with top cubes contained in QpTjq. As a corollary of
the stopping condition, we record the uniform upper bound
cardtQ P Tj : x P Q and βpQq ě ǫu ďM, x P QpTjq, j ě 0. (3.5)
We next prune the collection of trees. LetTop be the collection of all the top cubes QpTjq
constructed above, and let TopK Ă Top be the maximal cubes with the property
cardtQ1 P Top : Q Ă Q1 Ă Q0u “ K.
We discard all the trees whose tops are strictly contained in one of the cubes in TopK ,
and we re-index the remaining trees as T0,T1,T2, . . . Thus, the remaining trees are the
ones whose top cube contains some element of TopK . We record that
cardtj ě 0 : x P QpTjqu ď K, x P Q0. (3.6)
We write T :“ YTj for brevity. We claim that
cardtQ P T : x P Q and βpQq ě ǫu “ N, x P EQ0 . (3.7)
Indeed, fix x P EQ0 , and recall that
cardtQ P D : x P Q and βpQq ě ǫu ě N (3.8)
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by definition. We first claim that x is contained in ě K ` 1 cubes in Top. If x was
contained in ď K cubes in Top, then x would be contained in ď K ´ 1 distinct leaves,
and the stopping condition (3.4) would imply that
cardtQ P D : x P Q and βpQq ě ǫu ă pK ´ 1qM `M “ N, (3.9)
contradicting x P EQ0 . Therefore, x is indeed contained in K ` 1 cubes in Top. Let the
largest such top cubes be Q0 Ą Q1 Ą . . . Ą QK´1 Ą QK , so QK´1 P TopK . Now, it
suffices to note that whenever x P Qj , 1 ď j ď K , then x is contained in some element of
LeavespTj´1q, which implies by the stopping condition that
cardtQ P Tj´1 : x P Q and βpQq ě ǫu “M. (3.10)
Since Tj´1 Ă T for 1 ď j ď K , the claim (3.7) follows by summing up (3.12) over
1 ď j ď K and recalling thatKM “ N .
We next verify that EQ0 X QpTjq Ă YLeavespTjq for all j ě 0, as claimed in property
(2). Indeed, if x P EQ0 XQpTjq for some j ě 0, then (3.8) holds, and QpTjq is contained in
ď K elements of Top. This means that if x P QpTjq z Y LeavespTjq, then x is contained
in ď K ´ 1 distinct leaves, and hence satisfies (3.9). But this would x P EQ0 . Hence
x P LeavespTjq, as claimed.
The properties (T2)-(T3) on the list of requirements have now been verified (indeed
(T3) holds by the virtue of the stopping condition alone). For (T1) and (T4), some further
pruning will be needed. First, from (3.7), (3.5), and the assumption µpEQ0q ě 12µpQ0q, we
infer that
NµpQ0q
2
(3.7)ď
ż
EQ0
ÿ
QPT
βpQqěǫ
1Qpxq dx
“
8ÿ
j“0
ż
EQ0XQpTjq
ÿ
QPTj
βpQqěǫ
1Qpxq dx
(3.5)ď M
8ÿ
j“0
µpEQ0 XQpTjqq.
Recalling that N “ KM , this yields
8ÿ
j“0
µpEQ0 XQpTjqq ě
KµpQ0q
2
.
Now, we discard all light trees with the property µpEQ0 XQpTjqq ď 14µpQpTjqq. Then, by
the uniform upper bound (3.6), we have
ÿ
j:Tj is light
µpEQ0 XQpTjqq ď 14
8ÿ
j“0
µpQpTjqq ď KµpQ0q
4
.
Hence, the heavy trees with
µpEQ0 XQpTjqq ě
µpQpTjqq
4
(3.11)
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satisfy ÿ
j:Tjis heavy
µpQpTjqq ě KµpQ0q
4
. (3.12)
By definition of the heavy trees, the requirements (1) and (4) on our list are satisfied (and
(2)-(3) were not violated by the final pruning, since they are statements about individual
trees). After another re-indexing, this completes the construction of the trees T0,T1, . . .
We have now proven Proposition 2.8 up to establishing Proposition 3.2, which con-
cerns an individual heavy tree Tj . Proving Proposition 3.2 will occupy the rest of the
paper.
4. CRITERIA FOR POSITIVE WIDTH
Let E Ă R2 be a closed 1-regular set, write µ :“ H1|E , and let D be a system of dyadic
cubes on E. We now discuss the notion of width, which appeared in the statement of
Proposition 3.2. Width was first introduced in [9] in the context of Heisenberg groups,
but [9, §8] contains the relevant definitions in Rn. Here, we specialise them to R2.
Definition 4.1 (Measure on lines). Let L be the collection of all infinite straight lines in
R2. We define a measure on L via the relationż
L
fpℓq dhpℓq :“
ż
S1
ż
R
fpπ´1e ttuq dt dH1peq, f P CcpLq.
Definition 4.2 (Width). For Q P D and a line ℓ Ă R2, we define
widthQpE, ℓq :“ diampBQ X E X ℓq,
where we recall that BQ “ BpcQ, CℓpQqq is a ball centred at some point cQ P Q Ă E
containing Q. Then, we also define
widthpQq :“ 1
ℓpQq
ż
L
widthQpE, ℓq
ℓpQq dhpℓq “
1
ℓpQq
ż
S1
ż
R
widthQpE, π´1e ttuq
ℓpQq dt dH
1peq.
Finally, if F Ă D is an arbitrary collection of dyadic cubes, we set
widthpFq :“
ÿ
QPF
widthpQqµpQq.
As shown in [9, Theorem 8.8], width satisfies a Carleson packing condition:
Proposition 4.3. There exists a constant C ě 1, depending only on the 1-regularity constant of
E, such that
widthpDpQ0qq ď CµpQ0q, Q0 P D, (4.4)
where DpQ0q :“ tQ P D : Q Ă Q0u.
To be accurate, [9, Theorem 8.8] is a "continuous" version of Proposition 4.3, but the
dyadic version can be inferred from it easily. Alternatively, one can adapt the short proof
given in [9, §5] to the dyadic setting. In fact, one could argue that Proposition 4.3 is just
a reformulation of the "Eilenberg inequality"ż
R
cardpE X π´1e ttuq dt . H1pEq, e P S1.
Recall that our objective is to prove the each heavy tree Tj satisfies widthpTjq & µpQpTjqq
if the parameter M ě 1 was chosen large enough. To accomplish this, we start by
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recording some technical conditions which guarantee that a general tree T Ă D satis-
fies widthpT q & µpQpT qq. Afterwards, the technical conditions will need to be verified
separately.
Proposition 4.5. For every c, δ ą 0 and C0 ě 1 there exists N ě 1 such that the following
holds. Assume that the 1-regularity constant of E is at most C0. Let T Ă D be a tree with top
cube Q0 :“ QpT q. Let S Ă S1 be an arc. Assume that there is a subset G Ă LeavespT q with
the following properties.
‚ All the cubes in G satisfy the PBP condition with common arc S:
H1pπepE XBQqq ě δµpQq, Q P G, e P S. (4.6)
‚ Write fe :“
ř
QPG 1πepBQq for e P S1. Assume that there is a subset SG Ă S such that
the "high multiplicity" sets He :“ tx P spanpeq : Mfepxq ě Nu satisfyż
He
fepxq dx ě cN´1µpQ0q, e P SG. (4.7)
Here Mfe is the (centred) Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of fe. Then
widthpT q & cδN´1µpQ0q ¨H1pSGq,
where the implicit constant only depends on the 1-regularity constant of E.
The proof of Proposition 4.5 would be fairly simple if all the leaves in G had approx-
imately the same generation in D. In our application, this cannot be assumed, unfortu-
nately, and we will need another auxiliary result to deal with the issue:
Lemma 4.8. FixM,d ě 1 and c ą 0, and let
N ą AdMd`2{c (4.9)
for a suitable absolute constant A ě 1. Then the following holds. Let I be a collection of sub-
intervals of r0, 1s, and let
f “
ÿ
IPI
wI1I ,
where wI ě 0 are arbitrary weights. Assume thatż
tMfěNu
fpxq dx ě cN´d.
Then, there exists a collection Jheavy of disjoint intervals such that the "sub-functions"
fJ :“
ÿ
IPI
IĂJ
wI1I , J P Jheavy,
satisfy the following properties:ÿ
JPJheavy
ż
fJpxq dx ě c2´2pd`1qN´d and
ż
J
fJpxq dx ąM |J |, J P Jheavy.
The lemma would be trivial if the very last condition concerned
ş
J
fpxq dx in place ofş
J
fJpxq dx. Also, the lemma is easy in the case where the intervals in I have the same
length, say r: then one could take Jheavy to be a suitable collection of disjoint intervals
of length 2r. In the application to Proposition 4.5, this case would correspond to the
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situation where ℓpQq „ ℓpQ1q for all Q,Q1 P G. In the general case, the elementary but
lengthy proof of Lemma 4.8 is contained in Appendix A.
We then prove Proposition 4.5, taking Lemma 4.8 for granted:
Proof of Proposition 4.5. The plan is to show thatÿ
QPT
ˆ
1
ℓpQq
ż
R
widthQpE, π´1e ttuq
ℓpQq dt
˙
µpQq & cδN´1µpQ0q, e P SG. (4.10)
The proposition then follows by integrating (4.10) over e P SG.
To prove (4.10), we begin by re-interpreting (4.7) in such a way that we may apply
Lemma 4.8. Namely, we identify spanpeq with R, and consider the collection of intervals
I :“ tπepBQq : Q P Gu.
Note that the intervals in I are all contained in
I0 :“ πepBQ0q,
since BQ Ă BQ1 wheneverQ,Q1 P D andQ Ă Q1. There are only countably many vectors
e P S1 such that πepBQq “ πepBQ1q for some pair Q ‰ Q1. Removing these vectors from
SG, we may assume that the map G Q Q ÞÑ πepBQq P I is injective (another option would
be to equip the intervals in I with weights, but this leads to more unnecessary notation).
We then define f :“ řIPI 1I and HN :“ tx P R : Mfpxq ě Nu. It follows from (4.7)
that ż
HN
fpxq dx & cN´1|I0|.
In other words, the hypotheses of Lemma 4.8 are met with d “ 1 (to be precise, all the
intervals need to be rescaled by |I0|´1 before applying the lemma, but we leave this to the
reader). We now also fixM :“ Cδ´1, whereC ě 1 is a large constant to be specified soon,
depending only on the 1-regularity constant of E. We then assume that N ą AM3{c, in
accordance with (4.9). Lemma 4.8 now provides us with a collection J “ Jheavy of
disjoint intervals in R such thatÿ
JPJ
ż
J
fJpxq dx & cN´1|I0| and
ż
J
fJpxq dx ěM |J | for J P J . (4.11)
We recall that
fJ “
ÿ
IPI
IĂJ
1I “
ÿ
QPG
BQĂT pJq
1πepBQq,
where T pJq :“ π´1e pJq. Therefore, the conditions in (4.11) are equivalent toÿ
JPJ
ÿ
QPG
BQĂT pJq
µpQq & cN´1µpQ0q and
ÿ
QPG
BQĂT pJq
µpQq &M |J |, J P J , (4.12)
where the implicit constants depend on the 1-regularity constant of µ. We now make a
slight refinement to the set G: for J P J fixed, we apply the 5r-covering theorem to the
balls t2BQ : Q P G and BQ Ă T pJqu. As a result, we obtain a sub-collection GJ Ă G with
the properties that
2BQ X 2BQ1 “ H, Q,Q1 P GJ , Q ‰ Q1, (4.13)
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and ď
QPG
BQĂT pJq
Q Ă
ď
QPGJ
10BQ.
In particular, by (4.12),ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
QPGJ
µpQq &
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
QPG
BQĂT pJq
µpQq & cN´1µpQ0q (4.14)
and ÿ
QPGJ
µpQq „
ÿ
QPGJ
µp10BQq &M |J | (4.15)
by (4.12). We also write IJ :“ tπepBQq : Q P GJu, J P J , so IJ Ă I is a collection of
sub-intervals of J satisfying ÿ
IPIJ
|I| &M |J |, J P J . (4.16)
Next, recall a key assumption of the proposition, namely that all the cubes in G satisfy
the PBP condition with common arc S. In particular, for our fixed vector e P SG Ă S, we
have
H1pπepBQ X Eqq ě δµpQq, Q P G. (4.17)
Since the balls BQ, Q P G, are all contained in B0 :“ BQ0 , the ball associated with the top
cube of the tree, the conclusion of (4.17) persists for the setsBQXEXB0. For I “ πepBQq
with Q P G, write EI :“ πepBQ XE XB0q, so (4.17) implies that H1pEIq ě δ|I|. Then, for
J P J fixed, we infer from (4.16) thatż
J
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq dx “
ÿ
IPIJ
H1pEIq ě δ
ÿ
IPIJ
|I| & δM |J | “ C|J |.
We now choose the constant C ě 1 so large thatż
J
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq dx ě 2|J |. (4.18)
Then, if we consider the "set of multiplicity ď 1",
LJ :“
#
x P J :
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq ď 1
+
Ă J,
we may infer from (4.18) thatż
LJ
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq dx ď |J | ď
1
2
ż
J
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq dx.
Consequently, if PJ :“ J zLJ is the "positive multiplicity set", we haveż
PJ
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq dx ě
1
2
ż
J
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq dx & δ
ÿ
QPGJ
µpQq. (4.19)
Fix x P PJ Ă J , and write
n :“ nx :“
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq ě 2.
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Unraveling the definitions, the line ℓ :“ ℓx :“ π´1e txu contains n points of E X B0 inside
n distinct balls BQ, with Q P GJ . Assume (for the sake of discussion) that the line ℓ is
parallel to the x-axis, and enumerate the points mentioned above as p1, . . . , pN from left
to right. Write Ij :“ rpj , pj`1s Ă ℓ for 1 ď j ď n´ 1. We now claim that
n´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
QPT
IjĂBQ
|Ij |
ℓpQq „ n´ 1 „ n. (4.20)
The claim n´1 „ n follows from n ě 2, so let us consider the first claim. Fix 1 ď j ď n´1.
Then, Ij “ rpj , pj`1s is a segment connecting two points inEXB0, contained in two balls
Bj :“ BQj and Bj`1 :“ BQj`1 with Qj, Qj`1 P GJ , Qj ‰ Qj`1. In particular, we recall
from (4.13) that 2Bj X 2Bj`1 “ H. Hence pj`1 R 2Bj , and |Ij | & ℓpQjq. On the other
hand, pj, pj`1 P B0, so |Ij| . ℓpQ0q. Let Q1 Ą Qj be the smallest cube in the ancestry of
Qj such that pj, pj`1 P BQ1 . Then Qj ( Q1 Ă Q0, hence Q1 P T , and
ℓpQ1q „ |Ij|.
Since pj, pj`1 P BQ1 , by convexity also Ij Ă BQ1 . This proves the lower bound in (4.20).
We will not need the upper bound, but it is easy: each interval Ij , 1 ď j ď n ´ 1, can
only be contained in. 1 balls BQ of any fixed generation (by bounded overlap). Further,
Ij Ă BQ is only possible if ℓpQq & |Ij |. The upper bound in (4.20) now follows by
summing a geometric series.
The next observation is trivial, since the endpoints of the intervals Ij lie in E, and the
intervals Ij are disjoint (up to their endpoints):
diampE XBQ X ℓq ě
ÿ
j:IjĂBQ
|Ij |, Q P T . (4.21)
A combination of (4.20) and (4.21) leads to
ÿ
QPT
diampE XBQ X ℓq
ℓpQq ě
n´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
QPT
IjĂBQ
|Ij |
ℓpQq & n. (4.22)
Integrating over x P J next givesż
J
ÿ
QPT
diampE XBQ X ℓxq
ℓpQq dx
(4.22)
&
ż
PJ
nx dx :“
ż
PJ
ÿ
IPIJ
1EI pxq dx
(4.19)
& δ
ÿ
QPGJ
µpQq.
Finally, summing the result over J P J , and recalling (4.14), we find that
ÿ
QPT
ˆ
1
ℓpQq
ż
R
diampE XBQ X π´1e txuq
ℓpQq dx
˙
µpQq
„
ż
R
ÿ
QPT
diampE XBQ X π´1e txuq
ℓpQq dx & cδN
´1µpQ0q.
This completes the proof of (4.10), and the proof of the proposition. 
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5. FINDING HEAVY CONES
Proposition 4.5 contains criteria for showing that widthpT q & µpQpTjqq. To prove
Proposition 3.2, these criteria need to be verified for the heavy trees Tj . The selling
points (T1)-(T4) of a heavy tree Tj were that all of its leaves are contained in M cubes
in Tj with non-negligible β-number (see (T3)), and the total µmeasure of the leaves is at
least 1
4
µpQpTjqq (see (T1)-(T2)). We will use this information to show that if a reasonably
wide cone is centred at a typical point x contained in one of the leaves of Tj , then the
cone intersects many other leaves at many different (dyadic) distances from x.
We first need to set up our notation for cones:
Definition 5.1 (Cones). Let J Ă S1 be an arc, and let x P R2. We write
Xpx, Jq :“ x`
ď
ePJ
spanpeq.
For 0 ă r ă R ă 8, we also write
Xpx, J, r,Rq :“ Xpx, Jq X B¯px,Rq zBpx, rq.
The next proposition extracts "conical" information from many big β-numbers:
Proposition 5.2. Let α, ǫ, θ ą 0 and C0,H ě 1. Then, there exists M ě 1, depending only
on the previous parameters, such that the following holds. Let E0 Ă R2 be a 1-regular set with
regularity constant at most C0, and let E Ă E0XBp0, 1q be a subset of measureH1pEq ě θ ą 0
with the following property: for every x P E, there existM distinct dyadic scales 0 ă r ă 1 such
that
βpBpx, rqq :“ βE0pBpx, rqq :“ inf
ℓĂR2
1
r
ż
Bpx,rqXE0
distpx, ℓq
r
dH1pxq ě ǫ.
Then, there exists a subset G Ă E of measure H1pGq ě θ{2 with the following property. For
every x P G
cardtj ě 0 : Xpx, J, 2´j´1, 2´jq X E ‰ Hu ě H for all arcs J P S1 with |J | ě α. (5.3)
The key point of Proposition 5.2 is that information about the β-numbers relative to
the "ambient" set E0 is sufficient to imply something useful about cones intersecting the
subset E. The proof is heavily based on [13, Proposition 1.12], which we quote here:
Proposition 5.4. Let α, θ ą 0 and C0,H ě 1. Then, there exist constants τ ą 0 and L ě 1,
depending only on the previous parameters, such that the following holds. Let E0 Ă R2 be a
1-regular set with regularity constant at most C0, let J Ă S1 be an arc with |J | ě α, and let
E Ă E0 XBp0, 1q be a subset withH1pEq ě θ satisfying the following: for every x P E,
cardtj ě 0 : Xpx, J, 2´j´1, 2´jq X Eu ď H.
Then, there exists a subset E1 Ă E withH1pE1q ě τ which is contained on an L-Lipschitz graph
for some L „ α´1.
We may then prove Proposition 5.2.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. It suffices to show that the subset B Ă E such that (5.3) fails has
measure H1pBq ă θ{2 if M ě 1 was chosen large enough. Assume to the contrary that
H1pBq ě θ{2. By definition, for every x P B, there exists an arc J “ Jx Ă S1 with |J | ě α
such that
cardtj ě 0 : Xpx, J, 2´j´1, 2´jq X E ‰ Hu ă H. (5.5)
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We observe that the dependence of Jx on x P B can be removed, at the cost of making B
and α slightly smaller. Indeed, partition S1 into arcs J1, . . . , Jk of lengthα{4 ď |Jj | ď α{2,
with k „ α´1, and note that for every x P B, there exists a cap Jj Ă Jx such that
cardtj ě 0 : Xpx, Jj , 2´j´1, 2´jq X E ‰ Hu ă H.
By the pigeonhole principle, there is a subsetB1 Ă B of measureH1pB1q & αH1pBq & αθ
such that the choice of J :“ Jj is common for x P B1. It follows that (5.5) holds for this J ,
for all x P B1. We replace B by B1 without altering notation, that is, we assume that (5.5)
holds for all x P B, and for some fixed arc J Ă S1 of length |J | ě α{4.
Now Proposition 5.4 can be applied to the set E1 :“ B. The conclusion is that there is
a further subset B1 Ă B of measure
H1pB1q „α,C0,θ,H H1pBq (5.6)
which is contained on an L-Lipschitz graph Γ Ă R2 for some L „ 1{α. We will derive a
contradiction, using that B1 Ă E and, consequently,
βE0pBpx, rqq ě ǫ (5.7)
for all x P B1, and forM distinct dyadic scales 0 ă r ă 1 (which may depend on x P B1).
For technical convenience, we prefer to work with a lattice D of dyadic cubes on E0. As
usual, we define
βE0pQq :“ βE0pBQq, Q P D.
Then, reducing "M" by a constant factor if necessary, it follows from (5.7) that every
x P B1 is contained in ěM distinct cubes Q P D satisfying βE0pQq ě ǫ.
The first observation is that since Γ is an L-Lipschitz graph in R2, it satisfies the WGL,
even for the L8-based β-numbers: the subset Γ1 of points x P Γ for which
βΓ,8pBpx, rqq ě cǫ (5.8)
for ě M{2 distinct dyadic scales 0 ă r ă 1 has measure H1pΓ1q ď H1pB1q{2, assuming
thatM ě 1 is large enough, depending only on L and ǫ. Here c ą 0 is a suitable constant
to be chosen momentarily. We take M ě 1 sufficiently large for the previous statement
to hold, and then focus attention on B2 :“ B1 zΓ1, which still satisfies
H1pB2q ě 1
2
H1pB1q „α,C0,θ,H H1pBq ě θ2 , (5.9)
recalling (5.6). Comparing (5.7) and (5.8), we find that every point x P B2 has the follow-
ing property: there existM{2 cubes Q P D such that x P Q,
βE0pQq ě ǫ and βΓ,8pBpx,C 1ℓpQqqq ă cǫ. (5.10)
Here C 1 ě 1 is chosen so large that BQ Ă Bpx,C 1ℓpQqq for all x P Q.
Consider now a cubeQ P D containing at least one point x P B2 such that (5.10) holds.
In particular, the intersection ΓXBQ Ă ΓXBpx,C 1ℓpQqq is contained in a tube T Ă R2 of
width cC 1ǫr ă ǫr{100, now choosing c ă 1{p100C 1q. Since βE0pQq ě ǫ, however, we have
H1pty P E0 XBQ : y R 2T uq & ǫH1pQq.
In other words, for every Q P D containing some x P B2 such that (5.10) holds, there
exists a subset EQ Ă E0 XBQ
‚ of measure H1pEQq & ǫH1pQq which is contained
‚ in the „ ℓpQq-neighbourhood of Γ, yet
‚ outside the „ ǫℓpQq-neighbourhood of Γ.
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The collection of such cubes in D will be denoted G. As observed above (5.10), we haveÿ
QPG
1Qpxq ěM{2, x P B2. (5.11)
On the other hand, the sets EQ have bounded overlap in the senseÿ
QPG
1EQpyq .ǫ 1, y P R2, (5.12)
since y P R2 can only lie in the sets EQ associated to cubes Q P D with ℓpQq „ǫ distpy,Γq.
Combining (5.11)-(5.12), we find that
1 & H1
˜ď
QPG
EQ
¸
&ǫ
ÿ
QPG
H1pEQq „ǫ
ÿ
QPG
H1pQq ě
ż
B2
ÿ
QPG
1Qpxq dH1pxq &MH1pB2q.
We have therefore shown thatH1pB2q .ǫ M´1. This inequality contradicts (5.9) ifM ě 1
is chosen large enough, depending on α, ǫ, C0, θ, and H . The proof of Proposition 5.2 is
complete. 
6. HEAVY TREES HAVE POSITIVE WIDTH
We are equipped to prove Proposition 3.2. We fix a heavy tree T :“ Tj . We recall from
the heavy tree property (T3) that if Q P LeavespT q, then
cardtQ P T : Q Ă Q1 Ă QpT q and βpQ1q ě ǫu “M,
Moreover, by (T1)-(T2), the total measure of LeavespT q is
µpYLeavespT qq ě 1
4
µpQpT qq. (6.1)
Based on this information, we seek to verify the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5, which
will eventually guarantee that widthpT q & 1 and finish the proof of Proposition 3.2.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Abbreviate Q0 :“ QpT q and L :“ LeavespT q. To avoid a rescal-
ing argument later on, we assume with no loss of generality that
µpQ0q „ ℓpQ0q “ 1.
For every Q P L, the PBP condition implies the existence of an arc SQ Ă S1 of length ě δ
such that
H1pπepBQ X Eqq ě δµpQq, e P SQ.
We would prefer that all the arcs are the same, and this can be essentially arranged.
Namely, split S1 into arcs S1, . . . , Sm of length δ{2, with m „ δ´1, and note that every
SQ contains at least one Sj . Therefore, by the pigeonhole principle, there is a fixed arc
S :“ Sj with the property ÿ
QPL
SĂSQ
µpQq ě 1
m
ÿ
QPL
µpQq (6.1)„ δ.
Let LG be the good leaves satisfying S Ă SQ. We have just argued that µpYLGq & δ. For
technical purposes, we prune the set of good leaves a little further. Namely, we apply the
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5r-covering theorem to the balls 10BQ, Q P LG. As a result, we obtain a sub-collection of
the good leaves, still denoted LG, with the separation property
10BQ X 10BQ1 “ H, Q,Q1 P LG, Q ‰ Q1, (6.2)
and such that the lower bound µpYLGq & δ remains valid. The implicit constants here,
and below, are naturally allowed to depend on the regularity constant of E.
Next we arrive at some geometric arguments. To keep the discussion simple, we as-
sume with no loss of generality that H1pSq ď 1{100, and that S is centred around the
vector e1 “ p1, 0q. In other words, all the projections πe, e P S, all map R2 to fairly
horizontal lines.
For everyQ P LG, we pick some horizontal line segment
IQ Ă BQ satisfying H1pIQq „ ℓpQq andH1pIQ X Eq “ 0.
Such segments are pairwise disjoint by the separation property (6.2). We then consider
the slightly augmented set E`, where we have added the line segments corresponding
to all good leaves:
E` :“ E Y
ď
QPLG
IQ “: E Y EI .
Let us verify that E` is 1-regular, with 1-regularity constant. C0. We leave checking the
lower bound to the reader. To check the upper bound, fix x P E` and a radius r ą 0.
Since E itself is upper 1-regular, it suffices to show thatÿ
QPLG
H1pIQ XBpx, rqq . r. (6.3)
Write
LďG :“ tQ P LG : IQ XBpx, rq ‰ H and |IQ| ď ru
and
LąG :“ tQ P LG : IQ XBpx, rq ‰ H and |IQ| ą ru.
For every Q P LďG we have Q Ă Bpx,C 1rq for some constant C 1 „ 1 soÿ
QPLď
G
H1pIQ XBpx, rqq .
ÿ
QPLď
µpQq ď µpBpx,C 1rqq . r.
To finish the proof of (6.3), we claim that cardLąG ď 1. Assume to the contrary that
IQ, IQ1 P LąG with Q ‰ Q1. Then certainly 2BQ XBpx, rq ‰ H ‰ 2BQ1 XBpx, rq, and both
BQ, BQ1 have diameters ě r. This forces 10BQ X 10BQ1 ‰ H, violating the separation
condition (6.2). This completes the proof of (6.3).
Let µ` :“ H1|EYEI “ µ`
ř
QPLG
H1|IQ , and define the associated β-numbers
β`pBpx, rqq :“ inf
ℓĂR2
1
r
ż
Bpx,rq
distpy, ℓq
r
dµ`pyq, x P E`, r ą 0.
We next claim that for for every x P EI there exist & M distinct dyadic radii 0 ă r . 1
such that β`pBpx, rqq & ǫ. This follows easily by recalling that if x P IQ withQ P LQ Ă L,
then
cardtQ P T : Q Ă Q1 Ă Q0 and βpQ1q ě ǫu “M
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by the definition of good leaves, but let us be careful: let x P IQ, and let Q1 P T be one of
the ancestors of Q with
inf
ℓĂR2
1
radpBQ1q
ż
BQ1
distpy, ℓq
radpBQ1q dµpxq “ βpQ
1q ě ǫ.
Since IQ Ă 2BQ Ă 2BQ1 , we have BQ1 Ă Bpx, rq for some (dyadic) r „ radpBQ1q . 1.
Then, if ℓ Ă R2 is an arbitrary line, we simply have
1
r
ż
Bpx,rq
distpy, ℓq
r
dµ`pyq ě 1
r
ż
Bpx,rq
distpy, ℓq
r
µpyq & ǫ,
which proves that β`pBpx, rqq & ǫ. A fixed radius "r" can only be associated to . 1 cubes
Q1 in the ancestry of Q, so &M of them arise in the manner above. The claim follows.
We note that
µ`pEIq & µpYLGq & δ. (6.4)
We aim to apply Proposition 5.2 to the set EI , but we will perform a final pruning before
doing so. Let c ą 0 be a small constant to be determined soon, and let LG,light Ă LG
consist of the good leaves with the following property: there exists a point xQ P IQ and
a radius rQ ą 0 such that
µ`pEI XBpxQ, rQqq ď cδrQ. (6.5)
Evidently IQ Ă BpxQ, rQ{5q if c ą 0 is small enough, since if IQ Ć BpxQ, rQ{5q, then
µ`pEI XBpx, rQqq ě µ`pIQ XBpx, rQ{5qq „ rQ.
Now, use the 5r covering theorem to find a subset L1 Ă LG,light such that the associated
balls BpxQ, rQ{5q are disjoint, andď
QPLG,light
IQ Ă
ď
QPLG,light
BpxQ, 15rQq Ă
ď
QPL1
BpxQ, rQq.
It follows from (6.5) that
µ`
´ ď
QPLG,light
IQ
¯
ď cδ
ÿ
QPL1
rQ . cδ
ÿ
QPLG
µpQq . cδ.
Comparing this upper bound with (6.4), we find that if c ą 0 was chosen small enough,
depending only on the 1-regularity constant of E, thenÿ
QPLG,heavy
µ`pIQq & δ,
where LG,heavy “ LG zLG,light. Let EI,dense be the union of the segments IQ with Q P
LG,heavy. We summarise the properties of EI,dense Ă EI Ă E`:
(1) µ`pEI,denseq & δ,
(2) If x P EI,dense, there are &M dyadic scales 0 ă r . 1 such that β`pBpx, rqq & ǫ,
(3) If x P EI,dense and r ą 0, then µ`pEI XBpx, rqq & δ ¨ r for all r ą 0.
We then apply Proposition 5.2 to the set EI,dense with a "multiplicity" parameterH ě 1 to
be chosen later. As usual, the choice of the parameter H will eventually only depend on
the 1-regularity and projection constants of E. The parameters α and θ in the statement
of the proposition are set to be
α :“ δ{100 and θ :“ cδ
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for a constant c ą 0 so small that H1pEI,denseq ě θ (which is possible by (1) above).
Proposition 5.2 then states that ifM ě 1 is chosen large enough, in a manner depend-
ing only on H , δ, ǫ, and the 1-regularity constant of E, the following holds: there exist a
subsetG Ă EI,dense of measure
H1pGq & δ (6.6)
with the property that whenever J Ă S1 is an arc of length |J | ě δ{100, then
cardtj ě 0 : Xpx, 1
2
J, 2´j´1, 2´jq X EI,dense ‰ Hu ě H, x P G. (6.7)
Here 1
2
J refers to an arc with same centre and half the length as J ; the reason for this
technicality will become apparent in a moment. In fact, we are only interested in one
particular arc J Ă S1, namely the one that has length δ{100, and is centred at e2. Then
Xpx, 1
2
Jq is a fairly "vertical" cone: the lines foliating Xpx, 1
2
Jq are fibres of some projec-
tions πe with e P S (recall that S was assumed to be centred at e1).
Which constant H ě 1 are we interested in? The choice will eventually depend only
on the 1-regularity and big projections constant of E. Therefore, (6.7) can be achieved for
such "H" by choosingM ě 1 large enough, again depending only on these data of E.
We immediately upgrade (6.7) to a measure estimate, using the definition of EI,dense.
Namely, recall from (3) above that if y P EI,dense, then µ`pEI XBpx, rqq & δr for all r ą 0.
By elementary geometry,
y P Xpx, 1
2
J, 2´j´1, 2´jq ùñ Bpy, cδ2´j´100q Ă Xpx, J, 2´j´2, 2´j`1q,
and hence
H1pEI XXpx, J, 2´j´2, 2´j`1qq & µ`pEI XBpy, cδ2´j´100qq & δ2 ¨ 2´j
for all those scales 2´j such thatXpx, 1
2
J, 2´j´1, 2´jq contains a point y P EI,dense. Adjust-
ing the constants c ą 0 andH ě 1 a little if necessary, we have just proven the following:
cardtj ě 0 : H1pEI XXpx, J, 2´j´1, 2´jqq ě cδ2 ¨ 2´ju ě H, x P G. (6.8)
By following a classical argument of Besicovitch, we aim to use (6.8) to show that the
projections of EI to lines perpendicular vectors in J (all spanned by vectors in S) have
a non-trivial amount of overlap. This part of the argument will be familiar to all read-
ers acquainted with Besicovitch’s proof, but we give all the details to keep track of the
parameters. For e P J , write
fe :“
ÿ
QPLQ
1π
eK
pIQq,
interpreted as a function on R, and letMfe stand for the centred Hardy-Littlewoodmax-
imal function of fe. We will prove the following claim:
Claim 6.9. For every x P G, there exists a subset Jx Ă J of length H1pJxq & δ2{
?
H with the
following property:
MfepπeKpxqq & δ
?
H, e P Jx. (6.10)
During the proof of the claim, we use the abbreviations
Ej,x :“ EI XXpx, J, 2´j´1, 2´jq and ℓx,e :“ x` spanpeq
for j ě 0 and e P J . By (6.8), there exist H distinct indices j ě 0 such that H1pEj,xq ě
cδ2 ¨ 2´j . The proof of the claim splits into two cases: either there is at least one of these
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indices "j" such that Ej,x meets very few lines ℓx,e, e P J , or then Ej,x meets fairly many
of lines ℓx,e, e P J , for every one of theH indices "j".
Case 1. Fix x P G, and assume that there exists at least one index j ě 0 such that
H1pIj,xq ě cδ2 ¨ 2´j , and
H1pte P J : ℓx,e X Ej,x ‰ Huq ď δ
2
?
H
. (6.11)
This will imply that most of the (non-negligible) H1 mass of Ej,x is contained in narrow
sectors with rather high density. In fact, let J be a system of dyadic arcs inside J . Cover
the set
J¯x :“ te P J : ℓx,e X Ej,x ‰ Hu
by a disjoint collection I Ă J of arcs such thatÿ
IPI
H1pIq ď 2δ
2
?
H
.
Let Ilight be the arcs I P I satisfying
H1pXpx, Iq X Ej,xq ď c4
?
H ¨ 2´j ¨H1pIq. (6.12)
Then, ÿ
IPIlight
H1pXpx, Iq X Ej,xq ď c4
?
H ¨ 2´j
ÿ
IPI
H1pIq ď c
2
δ2 ¨ 2´j .
Hence ÿ
IPI zIlight
H1pXpx, Iq X Ej,xq ě c2δ2 ¨ 2´j . (6.13)
Every arc I P I z Ilight satisfies the inequality opposite to (6.12), and hence is contained in
some maximal arc in J with this property. Let Iheavy be the collection of such maximal
(hence disjoint) arcs. By (6.13),ÿ
IPIheavy
H1pXpx, Iq X Ej,xq ě c2δ2 ¨ 2´j . (6.14)
We moreover claim that ÿ
IPIheavy
H1pIq & δ
2
?
H
. (6.15)
Indeed, if J P Iheavy, there is nothing to prove, since H1pJq & δ. If, on the other hand,
J R Iheavy, then the parent Iˆ of every arc I P Iheavy satisfies (6.12), by the maximality of
I . Of course (6.14) remains valid if we replace "I" by "Iˆ". Putting these pieces together,
we find thatÿ
IPIheavy
H1pIq ě 1
2
ÿ
IPIheavy
H1pIˆq ě 2
j`2
c
?
H
ÿ
IPJheavy
H1pXpx, Iˆq X Ej,xq & δ
2
?
H
.
This completes the proof of (6.15).
Finally, to prove (6.10) in the current case, we set
Jx :“
ď
IPIheavy
I,
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so H1pJxq & δ2{
?
H by (6.15). It remains to check that (6.10) is valid for all e P Jx. Fix
e P Jx, and let I P Iheavy be the arc with e P I . By definitions,
H1pXpx, I, 2´j´1, 2´jq X EIq “ H1pXpx, Iq X Ej,xq ě c4
?
H ¨ 2´j ¨H1pIq. (6.16)
By elementary geometryXpx, I, 2´j´1, 2´jq Ă T , where T Ă R2 is a tube of the form
T :“ ℓx,epA ¨ 2´jH1pIqq “ rπ´1eK pπeKpxqqspA ¨ 2´jH1pIqq
of width A ¨ 2´jH1pIq centred around the line ℓx,e (here A ě 1 is a suitable absolute
constant). We re-write T “ π´1
eK
pRq, where R Ă R is an interval centred at πeKpxq of
length |R| „ 2´jH1pIq. With this notation, and using that the segments IQ are horizontal,
MfepπeKpxqq ě
1
|R|
ż
R
ÿ
QPLQ
1π
eK
pIQqpxq dx
“ 1|R|
ÿ
QPLQ
|R X πeKpIQq|
„ 1|R|
ÿ
QPLQ
H1pT X IQq
ě 1|R|H
1pT X EIq
(6.16)ě pc{4q
?
H ¨ 2´j ¨H1pIq
|R| „
?
H.
We are ignoring the constant c ą 0, since it only depends on the 1-regularity of E. This
estimate is a little better than (6.10), so we have proved Claim 6.9 in Case 1.
Case 2. Again, fix x P G, and let j1, . . . , jH ě 0 be distinct scale indices such that
H1pEji,xq ě cδ2 ¨ 2´ji for all 1 ď i ď H . This time, we assume that
H1pJ¯x,iq ě δ
2
?
H
, 1 ď i ď H, (6.17)
where J¯x,i :“ te P J : ℓx,e X Eji,x ‰ Hu. It follows from (6.17) thatż
J
Hÿ
i“1
1J¯x,ipeq dH1peq ě δ2
?
H. (6.18)
Let
Jx :“
#
e P J :
Hÿ
i“1
1J¯x,ipeq ě δ
?
H
+
,
Then, it follows by splitting the integration in (6.18) to J zJx and Jx, that
δ2
?
H ď δ
?
H ¨H1pJ zJxq `H ¨H1pJxq.
Recalling thatH1pJq “ δ{100, we find that H1pJxq & δ2{
?
H , as required by Claim 6.9. It
remains to check thatMfepπeKpxqq & δ
?
H whenever e P Jx.
Fixing e P Jx, it follows by definition that there are ě δ
?
H indices i P t1, . . . ,Hu with
the property that e P J¯x,i, which meant by definition that
π´1
eK
pπepxqq XEI Ą ℓx,e X Eji,x ‰ H.
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For each of these indices i, the line π´1
eK
pπepxqq intersects one of the segments IQ with
Q P LG (whose union is EI ). Moreover, since the sets Ej,x are disjoint for distinct indices
j ě 0, we conclude that π´1
eK
pπepxqqmeets ě δ
?
H distinct segments IQ. It follows that
fepπeKpxqq “
ÿ
QPLG
1π
eK
pIQqpπeKpxqq “ cardtQ P LG : ℓx X IQ ‰ Hu ě δ
?
H.
A similar lower bound forMfe follows easily from the special structure of fe: whenever
fepπKe pxqq ě δ
?
H , we may pick the δ
?
H longest intervals of the form πeKpIQq, Q P LG,
containing πeKpxq. Denoting by r ą 0 the length of the shortest among these (finitely
many) intervals, we have
MfepπeKpxqq ě
1
2r
ż
Bpπ
eK
pxq,rq
fepyq dy & δ
?
H,
as claimed. This completes the proof of (6.10), and the claim, in Case 2.
We then proceed with the proof of Proposition 3.2. Recall from (6.6) that H1pGq & δ.
In the claim above, we showed that to every x P G we may associate a set of directions
Jx Ă J of length& δ2{
?
H such that (6.10) holds for all e P Jx. Writing Ge :“ tx P G : e P
Jxu for e P J , it follows thatż
J
H1pGeq dH1peq “
ż
G
H1pJxq dH1pxq & δ3{
?
H.
Recalling thatH1pJq ď δ and H1pGeq . 1, we infer that the subset
JG :“ te P J : H1pGeq & δ2{
?
Hu
has measure H1pJGq & δ3{
?
H . Consider e P JG. By definition, H1pGeq & δ2{
?
H, and
for all x P Ge, we have e P Jx, hence
MfepπeKpxqq & δ
?
H “: H 1, x P Ge. (6.19)
Write HeK :“ πeKpGeq. Then, (6.19) is equivalent to
Mfeptq & H 1, t P HeK . (6.20)
Moreover, recalling that Ge Ă G Ă EI is covered by the segments IQ, Q P LG, and using
the inequality (based on both the segments IQ and the lines eK being fairly horizontal)
H1pGe X IQq . H1pπeKpGe X IQqq ď H1pπeKpGeq X πeKpIQqq, Q P LG, e P J,
we find thatż
H
eK
feptq dt “
ÿ
QPLG
H1pπeKpGeq X πeKpIQqq (6.21)
&
ÿ
QPLG
H1pGe X IQq “ H1pGeq & δ2{
?
H “ δ3{H 1, e P JG.
Recall that
fe “
ÿ
QPLQ
1π
eK
pIQq, e P J,
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where IQ Ă BQ. To make the upcoming application of Proposition 4.5 more transparent,
define the functions
ge :“
ÿ
QPLG
1πepBQq, e P S,
where S was the common arc of big projections for the cubes Q P LG, that is,
H1pπepE XBQqq ě δµpQq, Q P LG, e P S. (6.22)
Then geK ě fe for e P J , since IQ Ă BQ. The arc J was chosen so that eK X S ‰ H for all
e P J , in particular e P JG. Therefore, (6.20)-(6.21) show that there exists a set SG Ă S of
lengthH1pSGq “ H1pJGq & δ3{
?
H , obtained by 90˝ rotation of JG, such thatż
tMge&H 1u
geptq dt ě
ż
He
geptq dt & δ3{H 1, e P SG. (6.23)
Now (6.23) and (6.22) show that the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5 are satisfied for the
tree T , the collection of good leaves G :“ LG, and the set of directions SG Ă S. More
precisely, (6.22) shows that the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied with constants
N „ H 1 and c „ δ3. We recall that the parameter H , and hence H 1 “ δ?H , appeared
from an application of Proposition 5.2 at (6.7). The parameter H can be made arbitrarily
large by increasing the parameter M , which was allowed to depend on the 1-regularity
and PBP constants C0 and δ of E.
With this introduction, Proposition 4.5 states that if the parameter H 1, hence M , is
chosen large enough, depending only on C0 and δ, and also the constant c „ δ3, then
widthpT q & cδpH 1q´1 ¨H1pSGq „ δ6{H.
Since τ :“ δ6{H now only depends on the 1-regularity and PBP constant of E, the proof
of Proposition 3.2 is complete. 
APPENDIX A. A VARIANT OF THE LEBESGUE DIFFERENTIATION THEOREM
Here we prove Lemma 4.8, which we restate below for the reader’s convenience:
Lemma A.1. FixM,d ě 1 and c ą 0, and let
N ą AdMd`2{c (A.2)
for a suitable absolute constant A ě 100. Then the following holds. Let I be a collection of
sub-intervals of r0, 1s, and let
f “
ÿ
IPI
wI1I ,
where wI ě 0 are weights. Write HN :“ tMf ě Nu, and assume thatż
HN
fpxq dx ě cN´d, (A.3)
where Mf is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f . Then, there exists a collection Jheavy
of disjoint intervals such that the "sub-functions"
fJ :“
ÿ
IPI
IĂJ
wI1I , J P Jheavy,
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satisfy the following properties:ÿ
JPJheavy
ż
fJpxq dx ě c2´2pd`1qN´d and
ż
J
fJpxq dx ąM |J |, J P Jheavy. (A.4)
Proof. We begin with an initial reduction. If f R L1pr0, 1sq, there is nothing to prove: then
Jheavy :“ tr0, 1su satisfies the conclusions (A.4). So, assume that f P L1pr0, 1sq, and hence
f P L1pRq, since spt f Ă r0, 1s. In this case, a simple Whitney decomposition argument,
see [17, (6)] for the details, shows thatż
tMfąCλu
fpxq dx . λ ¨ |tMf ą λu| .
ż
tfąλ{2u
fpxq dx, λ ą 0,
where C ě 1, and the implicit constants, are absolute. Choosing N{p2Cq ă λ ă N{C ,
and combining the inequalities above with the main assumption (A.3), we find thatż
tfěN{p2Cqu
fpxq dx &
ż
HN
fpxq dx ě cN´d.
With this in mind, we replaceN byN{p2Cq, and we re-defineHN to be the setHN :“ tx :
fpxq ě Nu. As we just argued, the hypothesis (A.3) remains valid with the new notation,
possibly with slightly worse constants.
Fix N ě 1 and abbreviate
θ :“ cN´d ą 0.
It would be helpful if the intervals in I were dyadic, so we first perform some trickery
to reduce (essentially) to this situation. There exist three dyadic systems D1,D2,D3 with
the following property: every interval I Ă r0, 1s is contained in a dyadic interval J P
D1 Y D2 Y D3 with |J | ď 6|I|. (The constants "3" and "6" are not critical; such "adjacent"
dyadic systems can even be produced in metric spaces, see [10]). In particular, for every
I P I , we may assign an index i “ iI P t1, 2, 3u, possibly in a non-unique way, such that
I Ă J for some J P Di with |J | ď 6|I|. We let Ii be the set of intervals in I with fixed
index i P t1, 2, 3u, and we write
fi :“
ÿ
IPIi
wI1I , i P t1, 2, 3u.
We first claim that there exists i P t1, 2, 3u such that if we write H i
N{3 :“ tx P r0, 1s :
fipxq ě N{3u, then ż
Hi
N{3
fipxq dx ě θ
9
. (A.5)
Indeed, one notes that if x P HN is fixed, then f1pxq`f2pxq`f3pxq “ fpxq ě N , and hence
there exists i “ ix P t1, 2, 3u such that fipxq ě fpxq{3 ě N{3. In particular x P H iN{3. Then
1Hi
N{3
pxqfipxq ě fpxq{3 for this particular i, and consequently
3ÿ
i“1
ż
Hi
N
pxq
fipxq dx ě
ż
HN
3ÿ
i“1
1Hi
N{3
pxqfipxq dx ě 1
3
ż
HN
fpxq dx ě θ
3
.
This implies (A.5). We now fix i P t1, 2, 3u satisfying (A.5). Then fi satisfies the hypoth-
esis (A.3) with the slightly worse constants "θ{9" and "N{3". Also, it evidently suffices to
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prove the claimed lower bounds in (A.4) for "fi" and its "sub-functions"
f iJ :“
ÿ
IPIi
IĂJ
wI1I ď fJ
in place of f and the "sub-functions" fJ . Let us summarise the findings: by passing from
I to Ii and from f to fi if necessary, we may assume that every interval in the original
collection I is contained in some dyadic interval of comparable length. We make this a
priori assumption in the sequel.
For every dyadic interval J P D, we define the weight
wJ :“
ÿ
IPI
I„J
wI .
Here the relation I „ J means that I Ă J , and |J | ď 6|I|. By the previous arrangements,
for every I P I there exist between 1 and 10 dyadic intervals J P D such that I „ J .
We now begin the proof in earnest. If
ř
IPI wI |I| ą M there is nothing to prove: then
we simply declare Jheavy :“ tr0, 1su, and (A.4) is satisfied. So, we may assume thatż
fpxq dx “
ÿ
IPI
wI |I| ďM. (A.6)
We will next perform k P N successive stopping time constructions, for some 1 ď k ď
d` 1, which will generate a families J1,J2, . . . ,Jk Ă D of disjoint dyadic intervals. The
intervals in Jk`1 will be contained in the union of the intervals in Jk. A subset of one of
these families will turn out to be the family "Jheavy" whose existence is claimed.
Let J1 Ă D be the maximal (hence disjoint) dyadic intervals with the property thatÿ
J 1PD
J 1ĄJ
wJ 11J 1pxq ě N1, x P J. (A.7)
Here N1 :“ tN{2u. We first record the easy observation
HN Ă
ď
JPJ1
J. (A.8)
Indeed, if x P HN , then ÿ
IPI
wI1Ipxq “ fpxq ě N.
It then follows from the definition of the coefficients wJ (and the fact that every I P I is
contained in some J P D) that there exist dyadic intervals J P D containing x such that
(A.7) holds, and in particular x P J for some J P J1.
Next, we calculate thatÿ
JPJ1
|J | ď
ÿ
JPJ1
1
N1
ż
J
ÿ
J 1PD
J 1ĄJ
wJ 11J 1pxq dx
ď 1
N1
ÿ
J 1PD
wJ 1
ÿ
JPJ1
JĂJ 1
|J | ď 1
N1
ÿ
J 1PD1
wJ 1 |J 1|, (A.9)
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since the intervals in J1 are disjoint. Moreover, by (A.6),ÿ
J 1PD
wJ 1 |J 1| ď 6
ÿ
J 1PD
ÿ
IPI
I„J 1
wI |I| “ 6
ÿ
IPI
wI |I| cardtJ 1 : I „ J 1u ď 60
ż
r0,1s
fpxq dx ď 60M,
so ÿ
JPJ1
|J | ď 60M
N1
. (A.10)
Next, we claim that if J P J1 and x P J , thenÿ
IPI
IĆJ
wI1Ipxq ď
ÿ
J 1PD
J 1)J
wJ 11J 1pxq ă N1 ď N{2. (A.11)
Indeed, the second inequality follows directly from the definition of the maximal inter-
vals J P J1. Regarding the first inequality, note that if I P I is an interval satisfying
x P I X J and I Ć J , then I Ă J 1 for some strict ancestor J 1 P D of J . Then the coefficient
wI is part of the definition of wJ 1 for this particular ancestor. As a corollary of (A.11), and
recalling that fpxq ě N for all x P HN , we record that
fJpxq “
ÿ
IPI
IĂJ
wI1Ipxq “ fpxq ´
ÿ
IPI
IĆJ
wI1Ipxq ě 12fpxq, x P J XHN , J P J1. (A.12)
The proof now splits into two cases: in the first one, we are done, and in the second
one, a new stopping family J2 will be generated. The case distinction will be based on
examining the following "heavy" intervals in J1:
J1,heavy :“
"
J P J1 :
ż
J
fJpxq dx ąM |J |
*
.
Case 1. Assume first that ÿ
JPJ1,heavy
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě θ
2
. (A.13)
Then ÿ
JPJ1,heavy
ż
J
fJpxq dx
(A.12)ě 1
2
ÿ
JPJ1,heavy
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě θ
4
.
In this case, we set Jheavy :“ J1,heavy, and the proof terminates, because (A.4) is satisfied.
Case 2. Assume next that (A.13) fails, and recall from (A.8) that HN is contained in the
union of the intervals in J1. Therefore,ÿ
JPJ1,light
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě
ż
HN
fpxq dx´ θ
2
ě θ
2
, (A.14)
where J1,light “ J1 zJ1,heavy.
We now proceed to define the next generation stopping intervals J2. Fix J0 P J1,light,
and consider the maximal dyadic sub-intervals J Ă J0 with the propertyÿ
JĂJ 1ĂJ0
wJ 11J 1pxq ě N2, x P J, (A.15)
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where N2 :“ tN{4u. The intervals so obtained are denoted J2pJ0q, and we set
J2 :“
ď
J0PJ1,light
J2pJ0q. (A.16)
We claim that the part of HN covered by intervals in J1,light is also covered by the inter-
vals in J2. Indeed, fix x P J0 XHN , where J0 P J1,light Ă J1. Thenÿ
J 1PD
J 1)J0
wJ 11J 1pxq ă N1 ď N{2
by definitions of J1 and N1, so ÿ
J 1PD
J 1ĂJ0
wJ 11J 1pxq ě N{2,
and hence x is contained in some (maximal) dyadic interval J Ă J0 satisfying (A.15).
Arguing as in (A.11), we infer the following: if x P J P J2, thenÿ
IPI
IĆJ
wI1Ipxq ď
ÿ
J 1PD
J 1)J
wJ 11J 1pxq ă N1 `N2 ď 3N
4
. (A.17)
Indeed, the first inequality follows exactly as in (A.11). To see the second inequality, split
the intervals J 1 ) J into the ranges J ( J 1 Ă J0 and J0 ( J 1 Ă r0, 1s, where J0 P J1.
Then, use the definitions of J1 and J2. As a corollary of (A.17), we infer an analogue of
(A.12) for J P J2:
fJpxq “
ÿ
IPI
IĂJ
wI1Ipxq “ fpxq ´
ÿ
IPI
IĆJ
wI1Ipxq ě 14fpxq, x P J XHN , J P J2. (A.18)
We next estimate the total length of the intervals in J2. Fix J0 P J1,light, and first estimateÿ
JPJ2
JĂJ0
|J | ď
ÿ
JPJ2
JĂJ0
1
N2
ż
J
ÿ
JĂJ 1ĂJ0
wJ 11J 1pxq dx ď 1
N2
ÿ
J 1PD
J 1ĂJ0
wJ 1 |J 1|.
Of course, this computation was just a repetition of (A.9). Also the next estimate can be
carried out as the estimate just below (A.9):ÿ
J 1PD
J 1ĂJ0
wJ 1 |J 1| ď 60
ż
J
fJ ď 60M |J |, J0 P J1,light.
Combining the previous two displays, the stopping interval in J2pJ0q have total length
ď 60M |J0|{N2 for every J0 P J1,light. Therefore,ÿ
JPJ2
|J | “
ÿ
J0PJ1,light
ÿ
JPJ2pJ0q
|J | ď 60M
N2
ÿ
J0PJ1,light
|J0| ď 60
2M2
N1N2
, (A.19)
recalling (A.10). Since N " maxtM, 60u, this means that the total length of the stopping
intervals tends to zero rapidly as their generation increases.
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We are now prepared to make another case distinction, this time based on the heavy
sub-intervals in J2:
J2,heavy :“
"
J P J2 :
ż
J
fJpxq dx ěM |J |
*
.
Case 2.1. Assume first that ÿ
JPJ2,heavy
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě θ
4
. (A.20)
Then, ÿ
JPJ2,heavy
ż
J
fJpxq dx
(A.18)ě 1
4
ÿ
JPJ2,heavy
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě θ
16
. (A.21)
In this case, we declare Jheavy :“ J2,heavy, and we see that (A.4) is satisfied.
Case 2.2. Assume then that (A.20) fails. Since the part of HN contained in the J1,light-
intervals is contained in the J2-intervals (this was established right below (A.16)), we
deduce from (A.14) thatÿ
JPJ2,light
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě
ÿ
JPJ1,light
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx´ θ
4
ě θ
4
.
Here of course J2,light :“ J2 zJ2,heavy. So, we find ourselves in a situation analogous to
(A.14), except that the integral of f1HN over the light intervals has decreased by half.
Repeating the construction above, we proceed to define – inductively – new collections
of stopping intervals. The stopping intervals Jk are contained in the the union of the
stopping intervals Jk´1,light, and they are defined as the maximal sub-intervals "J" of
J0 P Jk´1,light satisfying ÿ
JĂJ 1ĂJ0
wJ 11J 1pxq ě Nk, x P J.
Here Nk :“ tN{2ku. Repeating the argument under (A.16), this definition ensures that
the part of HN covered by the intervals in Jk´1,light remains covered by the union of the
intervals in Jk. Moreover, induction shows thatÿ
JPJk´1,light
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě 2´k`1θ, k ě 1. (A.22)
The general analogue of the inequality (A.18) is
fJpxq ě 2´kfpxq, x P J XHN , J P Jk, (A.23)
and the total length of the intervals in Jk satisfiesÿ
JPJk
|J | ď 60
kMk
N1 ¨ ¨ ¨Nk , (A.24)
in analogy with (A.19). Once the intervals in Jk have been constructed, we split into two
cases, depending on whetherÿ
JPJk,heavy
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě 2´kθ or
ÿ
JPJk,light
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě 2´kθ. (A.25)
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One of these cases must occur because of (A.22), and the covering property stated above
(A.22). In the first case, (A.23) shows thatÿ
JPJk,heavy
ż
J
fJpxq dx ě 2´k
ÿ
JPJk,heavy
ż
JXHN
fpxq dx ě 2´2kθ,
and the proof concludes if k ď d` 1. So, the only remaining challenge is to show that the
first case must occur for some k ď d ` 1. Indeed, if the second case of (A.25) occurs for
any k ě 1, we have
c2´kN´d “ 2´kθ ď
ÿ
JPJk,light
ż
J
fpxq dx ďM
ÿ
JPJk
|J | (A.24)ď 60
kMk`1
N1 ¨ ¨ ¨Nk .
Recalling that Nk “ tN{2ku ě N{3k, this yields
Nk´d ď 180
kMk`1
c
.
Assuming that N ą 180d`1Md`2{c (in agreement with (A.2)), the inequality above can-
not hold for k “ d ` 1. Thus, the "heavy" case of (A.25) occurs latest at step k “ d ` 1.
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
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